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Verdi’s Requiem To Open
Music Festival May 6
Busch Appointed
Music Editor
For "Lawrentian"

Harder, Hoile, Keller
And Nosier are Soloists

Verdi’s “Requiem,” sung by a
chorus of 150 voices under Carl J. tenor, will come from Chicago
Stephen Busch will be responsi
Waterman’s baton, will open the to sing the other parts.
ble for conservatory news for the
three-program spring music festi Russell Wichman, Lawrence con
coming year in his new capacity
servatory graduate now on the
val on Sunday evening, May 6 .
as music editor of the Lawrentian.
faculty
at Pennsylvania college for
The chorus has performed the
Robert Peterson, editor-in-chief, an
women, Pittsburg, will accompany
“Requiem” several times in its the group. He will stay In Appleton
nounced his appointment recently.
history, the most recent hearing to do an organ concert on Tues
Steve is a conservatory student
being in the spring of 1943. Among day evening, May 8 .
and a sophomore. He is secretary
the soloists then were Shirlee Em  Final program of the series is to
of Phi Mu Alpho Sinfonia, his mu mons, now studying in Italy and be a performance of the Lawrence
sic fraternity, and a member of often featured with the Robert college symphony orchestra direc
Delta Tau Delta, social fraternity. Shaw Chorale, and Marshall B. ted by Kenneth Byler. Fritz Siegal will be the featured soloist do
Hulbert, dean of admissions.
He sings in the college choir.
Waterman has chosen two of ing Brahm’s Violin concerto. He is
An Appleton man, Steve is well- his four soloists from among the concertmaster of two Chicago or
known about town as piano accom conservatory faculty. They are chestras and soloist with some of
the principal musical groups of the
panist and entertainer for club pro Muriel Engelland Hoile, contral
to, assistant professor of voice, country.
grams. He is a transfer student and William Harder, baritone, in
who did newswriting at the Uni structor In singing. Maude Nos
ier, soprano, and Allan Keller,
versity of Wisconsin.

Chaplin Movie
Next Sunday
In Film Series

Sunday, May 6 , Charlie Chaplin's
movie The Circus will be shown at
1:30 and 6:30 in Science hall.
The Circus (1928) was Chaplin’s
last completely silent film follow
ing The Gold Rush (1925) and pre
V erd i's "Requiem " will begin the spring music festival on
ceding City Lights (1931), The an
M ay 6 and the singers shown above have been selected as
tics, the laughs, the humor they
are all there, but also there Is
soloists. They are (top,) Maud Nosier, Chicago, soprano; W il
Chaplin’s sympathy with and know
liam C . Harder, Appleton, baritone. Below are M uriel Engelledge of the little man, the indivi
land Hoile, Appleton controlto and A llan F. Keller, Chicago,
dual if you will, for we are all
tenor.
little men. The individual,
his
hopes, fears, dreams, In conflict
with rules, standards, cthics of an
iron-bound mechanistic society: this
is the theme Chaplin returns to
again and again in his film.
A Chaplin film is entertaining.
He wanted his movies to enter
tain. People from eight to eighty
laugh uproariously and he wanted
A whirl of activities starting on
them to laugh. Yet the essential
Friday May 11, with a meeting of give additional hospitality to cam
point is always, what is the place
of a unit of one in a society of
art teachers, and culminating in pus guests.
many? Chaplin’s answer is to be
the performance of the Lawrence Finally, as the weekend draws
found in a quote from Paul Rotha.
to
a
close,
Fritz
Siegel,
concertcollege symphony, Sunday, May 13,
He said: “The Circus is one of
Will highlight spring campus life. master of two Chicago orchestras,
the greatest tragedies every put on
Calvin Atwood, left, gets a fraternal handshake from film.”
On Friday and Saturday, May 11 will be starred in the final concert
Larry Nelson during student election proceedings this week. Sunday, May 20, Lewis Mile
and 12, state grade school, high of the spring music festival. The
college symphony, led by Kenneth It was the first election in many years in which both candi stones film of John Steinbeck’s no
school and college teachers will Byler, will fill out the program.
vel Of Mice and Men starring
dates were members of the same fraternity.
convene to form a group with the
Burgess Meredith and Betty Field,
Tarn to page three for detailed
purpose of establishing a solid art particulars on all these events.
will be presented.
education front to create better
parent-teacher understanding in the
Held.
On Saturday morning, Pi Kap
pa Lambda, national honorary
music fraternity, will also meet in
By a vote of 311 to 259 Calvin sentatlves can be of great value
the
to install
Mie Art
Art center
center to
install a cam_
t
m
1
•
•
Atwood was elected Student Body in my fulfillment of the above
pus chapter. Forty-eight alumni f j f A W m i P C i A M P
Three essays which W a r r e n
President in last Tuesday’s elec pledge if they will send the best
members will be inducted to be- ^
M fU llJ
tion. Atwood carried a majority of possible representatives to the Beck, professor of English at L a w 
gin the new organization.
rence college, wrote on William
Lawrence college has a new re 54 per cent of the student body. S E C .”
Sorority Formal
“ The Vice president, the treasur Faulkner ten years ago are to be
Last year, with 814 ballots cast,
cruiter.

Next Weekend Begins
Whirl of Activities

Roberts Made
New Counselor

Atwood Wins Close Contest;
Reaffirms Platform Statements

Essays by Beck to be
Reprinted This Year
In Two Anthologies

Delta G a m m a and Pi Beta Phi,
To help fill the gap left by the Bickle entered office with a major er and the committee chairmen reprinted in two anthologies of
social sororities, will add their fes- drafting of Richard Nelson into the ity of 55 per cent.
¡will be elected shortly,” Atwood Faulkner criticism now in prepara
five note on Saturday night in a army in January and Charles
“ Having been elected your Stu went on to say. “ Choose these peo tion for summer or fall publica
joint formal party held at the n ew ^noedler’s recent leaving for a dent Body President,” Calvin At ple wisely. Nominate only the most tion.
trnion
One collection is being edited by
position with Massey-Harris in Me- w ood said in a statement Wednes capable members from your group.
Sunday will be the gem in this nasha, Edw ard J. Roberts of N ew day evening, “ m y first wish is to Remember that they will serve you Professor R. W . B. Lewis of Ben
crown of events. LW A has Invited London has been hired to serve communicate to you that I shall for an entire year. This is your nington college, the other by Pro
the parents of all students to Its as admissions counselor for the ter attempt to represent the best in student government. You make it fessor Fred J. Hoffman of the
annual May queen crowning at ritory of Wisconsin.
University of Wisconsin.
terests of a majority of students what you will.”
Alexander gym. The activity is
Atwood will take office at the Hoffman has chosen Beck’s piece
Roberts was at Lawrence from and of Lawrence College at all
d e sig n e d to honor mothers on November of 1943 to November of times.”
initial meeting of the new adminis on “ Faulkner’s Style” which first
their day and to give special due 1944 in the V-12 program. From
“ I will attempt to the furthest tration Monday night, at 8:15 p.m. appeared in American Prefaces;
to senior women who are honor there he went to the Japanese lan extent of m y ability to enact those in Memorial Union. He will be of Lewis Is including Beck’s “ Faulk
Students. Two sororities will pre guage school at Oklahoma A. and measures in my platform In which ficially Introduced to S E C repre- ner’s Point of View” from College
sent folk dances and the college M. and in 1946-7 used his know you express an interest through resentatlves by retiring president, English, and “ Faulkner and the
choir will sing.
South” from the Antioch Review.
ledge in translating documents for your S E C representatives. I wish Dick Bickle.
Open houses at the Memorial the United States civil service in to delegate much of the responsi
Professor Lewis wrote to Beck:
Reaffirming his platform, At
«mlon and the fraternity houses will Japan.
bility for certain activities and wood stated that he would: 1. Or “ The soundness of your remarks is
After his work in the Far East functions that all representatives ganize regular discussion meetings unaffected by time, and the es
Roberts returned to this country and committee members will have with the Committee on Administra says show that something sensible
ito study at Columbia university, the opportunity of accomplishing tion; 2, Establish a Co-operative and penetrating was being said
Tuesday evening, M a y 6. the where he majored in oriental stu- as much as individual abilities and used book exchange; 3, Improve about Faulkner as early as 1941.
4, Your summary and refutation of
extra-curricular time will allow.” representation to the S E C ;
Spanish club will hear Mr. To m dies.
Atwood stressed the Impor- Keep student government flexible the foolish criticism of B’aulkner up
V an Housen who will show pictures
Aiding Roberts this summer will
of Mexico. All members are urged;be John Fillion, Lawrence 1950 ance of S IX ’ representatives and and 5, assume the duties of Stu- to 1941 is both useful and illumi
to come to this meeting in the Art craduate who is studying law at said; “ those organizations which dent-body president as outlined in nating, and it 1» part of the story
I want this volume to tell.”
| have not yet electcd their reprc- the constitution.
Center at 7;00.
jthe University of Michigan.

Von Housen to Speak

m
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Display Series
Of Photographs
In Art Center

BUUoatod

Appoint Pusey
To Fellowship
Administration

Friday, May 4

Dietrich Followers Can Trace
Development in New Exhibition

12:45
1:80
8:80

W RA Board
Aquafin
Pool B T CHAS. B R O O K S
are a variety of twisting and inter»
A retrospective show of the work lacing patterns of great tree trunk*
Concert Choir Rehearsal
President Nathan M. Pusey of
Chapel of Tom Dietrich, comprising paint slim branches and tortuous stump
ing done during the past year, is structures; bent, selected and com
Lawrence college la a member of 8:18
Theater Production
posed with an artist's eye to tell
a 16 man committee recently ap
Union being exhibited at the Worcester ing a direct story of pattern. Hie
Art
Center
for
the
coming
two
pointed by the Ford foundation to Satvrday, May S
variation of warm colors eluci
dates whatever the forest tangle
administer a $2,280,000 fellowship 1:30
Aquafin
Pool weeks.
program.
6:30
Concert Choir Rehearsal Twenty eight pictures are hang was and makes of nature a kind
ing, including work in watercolor, of recognisable abstract. This if
The program is designed to in
Chapel
casein, oil and linear media. For Dietrich’s work of last summer et
crease the teaching skills of young 8:00-1:00
Show Architecture
Delt "Bucket of
those who have followed Dietrich’s Ellison Bay and it la a visual
er college instructors during the
Blood"
House development and particularly for pleasure for anyone looking for
Of Modern Trends
present mobilization, when many
8:30-12:00
Beta Pledge Party those who think of the Lawrence more than_ photographic repoducof them must be dropped from
In Recent Schools
House Artist-in-Residence as a recorder tion in painting.
faculties because of reduced en
of only the local scene there are
8:00-1:00
Sig
Ep
Formal
-»
A new series of photographic rollment.
some real surprises. Two or three
Buttes des Morts handsome Fox River industrial
The committee will award up to
panel« are on the walls of the
500 fellowships so that young teach Sunday, May 6
compositions are included but the
Wriston room of the Lawrence col ers will be able to go back to 1:00-5:00
Newman Club Pic- major part of the show discloses
lege Worcester art center showing graduate school until the present
Sorority baseball began last Mon
nic
that he has been doing something
day, and a double-elimination tour
Foreign Film 1:30&3:30
modern architecture in r e c e n t emergency is over.
freshly experimental in a less fam
SH 200 iliar landscape. For here, in at nament is being played by the sor
Clarence H. Faust, president a#
Charlie Chaplin
school buildings.
the fund, has announced two
7:00
SCA Vespers
least fifteen intriguing examples, ority teams. Tennis singles and the
Other exhibits in the art center principal objectives:
archery tournament are still be
Chapel
8:00
Concert Choir
at present are sculptures by Egon
"First, it is aimed at making Menday, May 1
ing played.
8:15
Organ Recital- Russell
Band
Weiner, Chicago sculptor, and a constuctive use of the present 4:30
Wichman
Chapel The anneal W R A banquet will be
held May 16. All girls who have
7:00
Greek Meetings
Wednesday, May 8
one m an show of watercolors by emergency period by enabling a
participated in two sports during
Union 4:00
large number of younger teachers 8:15 SEC
Orchestra
Tom Dietrich, artist in residence to increase their competence in un Tuesday, May 8
7:00
One Act Plays
Chapel this semester are invited to this
at the college. Most of the Dietrich dergraduate instruction.
banquet. The awards for inter-sor
4:30 SCA Cabinet
May 18
"Second, it is aimed at assisting 7:00
ority sports will be presented.
Orchestra
Symphony Rehearsal
pictures were done last summer
Los Charladores
colleges to keep a substantial num 7:00-9:00
Chapel
at The Clearing, an art colony at
Art Center 7:00
ber of promising young teachers
L Club Meeting
M H 11
In the future no personal ada
Ellison Bay, and are near-abstrac- who might otherwise be lost to aca 7:15
French Club
Con. Friday, May II
will he accepted without the
tions of wood scenes.
demic life because of the potential
8:00 A M
Geology Field Trip
signature of the person eonares. Awards will be announced
2:00-5:00
Wisconsin Art Educ.
The exhibit on modern school curtailment of college operations
late
in
June.
Assoc.
Art Center
architecture will be seen until May, by mobilization."
R. A. P.
The fellowship program is the 7:00-8:30
Of the total grant, IN .IN will
22.
Eta Sigma Phi MH18
second that has been announced by
Eleven of the 25 panels deal go te the American Council of
the fund. On April 22 the Univer
with elementary schools, and dem- Learned Societies to expand that
sities of Columbia, Yale Wisconsin
WE LEAD —
onstrate the first purpose of a mod organisation's already establish
and Chicago announced a grant
ern architect designing a school; ed program of faculty study fel
OTHERS
FOLLOW
from the fund for a three year ex
to create a stimulating and plea lowships.
periment in pre-induction scholar
The
remaining
$2,190,000
will
pro
sant environment for study and
NO SHOES ARE TOO FAR GONE
ships for youths 16V4 years of age
play in the building which works vide fellowships for college teach
or younger.
FOR US TO FIX 'EM
efficiently, both within itself and ers who reach agreement with the
on
with relation to the community. In institutions employing them
Perhaps they look hopeless to you. But don’t throw them away!
terior and exterior views are shown plans for increasing their effective
Drop in and let us take a look. Chances are they can be made
of schools in such varied climates ness in undergraduate instruction.
to look like new for additional months of wear.
"Many of our most promising
as California. Illionis, Brazil, Swit
young teachers, men and women
zerland, and Michigan.
— SHOE REBUILDING — HAT CLEANING —
The second section of the exhibit both, are understandably uncertain
Is devoted to recent college and of their futures today, and a good
You'll Find Them at
university buildings and this coun many of them may be lost to the
try and Europe. It would be diffi teaching profession unless positive
cult to find more contrasting cam  incentives to remain in teaching
S H O F . R EL 13 I J I L Ü E R S
pus sites than an orange grove in are provided," Dr. Faust said.
The committee of administra
Florida and Chicago's semi-indus
123 E. College Ave. We Coll on4 Delire» Dial 4-2639
trial south side, where Frank Lloyd tion, under the chairmanship tf
President
Victory
Butterfield
of
Wright'« Florida Southern college
and Mies van der Rohe's buildings Wesleyan eollege, Conn., will
205 E. College Ave.
at the Illinois Institute of Technol meet May 5 and • In Chicago to
work
out
policies
and
procedogy. are placed respectively. Oth

WRA News

JOHNSON SAYS:

When You're Looking
For Gifts . . .

The
Treasure Box

er famous college buildings depict
ed are the Bauhaus school by Wal
ter Gropius, LeCorbusier’s dormi
tory at the Cite Universitairc in
Paris, and Frank Lloyd Wright’s
winter camp and school, Taliesin
West, in the Arizona desert.

M o w ’s

GO by YELLOW

there's
nothing
like o

»

tt

Americas Favorite

Beauty Shop

Dial 3-4444

Hair Cutting
and Styling
Phone 4-2131

RIVERSIDE FLORISTS
For

A LOVELY
CORSAGE

for slimming
and
swimming!
5L-18 H O T STUFF — The
prettiest bra in the world and
heavenly dull Satin Lastex
add up to a neat package of
TNT. It’s the new Jantzen
Stay-Bra*, of course, which
you mold, yourself. Hidden
longer stays extend into the
midriff . . . there's a full
jersanese lining for complete
comfort. Strictly a slim-suit
swim suit, thanks to the hipsleeking back-zip closure and
front panel skirt In seven
traffic • stopping colors.

**-*■

For A Short Ssack

•Pat. Pend.

Stop ot the restaurant with

Other Swim Suit* for Ladies, 5.95 to 18.95

the Checkerboard Front!

That's

Murphy's Lunch
219 E. Coltese Ave.

12.95

C A LL

Tom Stienecker
3-2234

Pond Sport Shop
133 E. College Ave., Phone 3-1056

Con Members
To Form Group

Albuquerque, N .lf.;

Jean

Traut-1

Art Teachers to
Hold Meeting
Here, May 12

mann, New York city; Wesely rep
ly, Manitowoc; Saburo Watanabe,
Maui, T. N.; Edna Ruff, Milwau
kee; Ethel Lou Stanek, Milwau
kee; Dorothy Evans Why sol, Waukesah; Walter Wright,
Kohler;
Eloy Fominaya, Dallas, Tex.; Ha
Formal Installation
Grade, High, College
zel Dunne. Oconomowoc; Shirlee
Emmons Baldwin, Milan, Italy;
Of Society, May 12
Teachers of State
Nancy Rose Meliem, Wilmette,
IU.;
A chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda,
To Boost Art Interest
Ruth Mewaldt Johnson, Lincoln,
honorary society for musicians,
will be established on the Law Neb.; David Schaub, Berkeley, Art teachers of • Wisconsin will
rence college campus in an instal Calif.; Barbara Donahue, Hart meet at the Worcester Art center
lation ceremony May 12. The fra ford; Leone Peters Tilly, Wauke of the campus to formally vote
ternity, which is considered the sha; Nina B. Coye, Grand Rapids,
Phi Beta Kappa for musicians, will Mich.; Robert Barnes, Jr., Cheney, the establishment of the Wisconsin
indust 48 alumni members, all of Wash.; Paul Jackson, Fulton, Mo.; Art Education Association May 12.
them honor graduates, to begin the Richard Hagen, South Milwaukee; This meeting will bring art in
Pearl Felton, Los Angeles, Calif.;
new organization.
structors from public grade and
The Lawrence chapter will be Dorothy Villa Arbogast, White Sul
high
schools as well as from col
Springs, W. Va.; Dorothy
known as Alpha Theta, and is the phur
lege level institutions all over the
first to be established in Wiscon Ruddy Millar, Webster Groves,
state. The Wisconsin Art Educa
sin. Henry Rolling, professor of Mo.;
tion Association will unite the var
music at Depauw university and Three seniors have been chosen
ious art teachers in order to pro
national president of Pi Kappa in the first election: Alice Wan
mote a solid front in the art edu
ner,
Park
Ridge,
111.;
Betty
Lambda, will visit the campus to
cation field. The Association wants
Plautz,
Elk
horn;
and
Edward
Kando the installation, and President
to develop a closer understanding
Nathan M. Pusey will accept the aya, Honolulu, T.H. Kanaya was
of art among parents, teachers,
charter. Ceremonies will be held directed to Lawrence by Saburo
students and the public in general.
Watanabe,
who
has
one
of
the
at 11:30 Saturday morning. May 12
The meeting will begin Satur
leading
high
school
bands
in
the
in the Worcester art center.
day morning at 9 o'clock with
Members of Pi Kappa Lambda Hawaiian Islands, and now they the framing of the constitution
on the faculty at Lawrence are will be inducted together.
and a general business meeting.
James Ming, Kenneth Byler and A banquet at Lamers restaurant After a luncheon at the Presby
Eleunore Hire. Ming has^ been head in Little Chute will follow the cere terian church the teachers wlU
ing the work, assisted by four pro- monies.
return to the Art Center to hear
tem members of the faculty* Clyde
Charles M. Brook«, Jr., give an
Duncan, president; Mrs. Clyde
address on Vincent Van Gogh.
Duncan, vice-president; LaVahn
Mr. Brooks' collection of books
Maesch, secretary; and Paul Hoi*
on Van Gogh Is considered the
linger, treasurer.
finest in America. At 2 o'clock,
Honor graduates from the classes
the group will break up Into
of the past 25 years have been in The fraternities, sororities and three discussion groups. These
vited to membership. Because new LW A will hold open houses for vis
members are spread to such re iting parents on Sunday, May 13
mote places as Milan. Italy and The Lawrence Women's Associa
Hawaii, only 30 will be on hand tion, the sponsors of the May Day
for induction. The others will be fete, will follow up their activities
received in absentia.
at the g y m with a big open house
Appleton people to be initiated at the new union. Charlie Little
are: Nancy Rosendale, Muriel En- field, Union Committee Chairman,
gelland Hoile; Elyn Williams, Ruth has promised to put the union
Marie Iwen Schumaker. Marian building a sparkling condition for
M ing, Betty Winans Kloehn. Clyde the visiting parents.
AND ANOTHER
D un ca n, Miriam Clapp D un can,
Most of the fraternity social
have
m a d e arrange
Marguerite
Schumann,
Willard chairmen
Robb, Marshall Hulbert, Paul Hol- mets for coffee and doughnuts dur
lingcr, LaVahn Maesch, E . C. ing the day. For exam ple. L y n
Moore, Anna Sieg and Margaret Cox, social chairm an of Phi K a p p a
Henriksen Kersten. Neenah m e m  Tau has planned a buffet dinner

Groups Hold
Open Houses

Queen of May
Appears Sunday
With Her Court

The Lowrention 3
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proceedings aa toastmistress. 1 a
addition to honoring the May royal*
ty, she will present roses to the
four Best-Loved senior women, and
women members of Phi Beta Kap
pa and Mortar Board. Junior and
senior counsellors and house moth
ers of the women's dormitories will
Norman to Direct
also receive flowers.
Proceedings; Present
Two sororities will perform for
Roses, Folk Dances
the queen In costumed folk danc
The Queen of the May will ap es and the college choir will sing.
pear on the balustrade of the Alex The Memorial chapel has been
ander gymnasium at 2:30 Sunday reserved tmi the affair in case
afternoon. May 13. She will be at of rain.
tended by six runners-up for the A tea at the Memorial union will
honor, and a seventh, an honored follow the program to which the
court member of last year’s group, parents of all students have been
who will crown her.
Lucy Norman, veteran co-social invited. The observance is held an
chairman of LWA, will direct the nually on Mothers Day to honor
parents and to give them a chance
panel discussions will concern
teaching methods In elemen to take part in a traditional activ
tary, high school and college ity.
Committee heads working with
classes.
In addition to the exhibit from LW A social chairmen, Pat Nell
the Museum of Modern Art on and Lucy Norman, are: Lynn
modern school and college build Casper, publicity; Nancy Ham
ings, a display of prfessional and mond, flowers; Lois Whitmore,
student art creations connected invitations; Ann and Jean Rey
with the art teachers meeting will nolds, Naney Huebner and Sarah
Spencer, property set-up; and
be on display over the weekend.
The Art Center will be open all Paula Rendeubach, posters.
afternoon Sunday for the conveni Pat and Lucy took charge of the
ence of visiting parents. A cordial balloting done in convocation*
invitation for students to bring Thursday, April 26. Nancy Ham
their folks in for a look has been mond, Beverly Kivell, Margie Hoy*
er and Jean Lorenz assisted them.
extended by the art faculty. . .

vumae Co.

S e llo u t r e p e a t e r ! . .

bers are Barbara S im m o n s W e b 
ster, M a r y Hopfensperger Liebl,
and Mildred Friday Wright.
Other inductees will be M a rg uer
ite B ro w n Tibbets, Beloit; Ralph
Rothe, Portage; Phyllis Blair W a l
lis, Oshkosh; M arie L aa bs Smith,

for those visiting his house.
All the sororities are serving
breakfasts to their M o m s Sunday
morning before taking them
to
church. "I f the food holds out,”
one chairm an said, “ w e ’ll even let
our D a d s in for a bite.”

HOT
ROLLS

Our Famous

California
Clicker Coat
It clicks with . . .
• Your Suits and Dresses
• Your Classic Casuals
• Your Frothy Formats

Made Fresh Daily

ELM TREE BAKERY

3-6655

308 E. College Ave.

10 95
W e were "fresh out" of
Clicker coats before m any

of

you had a chance to
get one.

N o w w e ’ve

received our re-order
shipment of these smart rayon
gabardine coats priced at
an eye-opening 10.9i>.
See the Clicker coat . . .
y ou’ll agree that it’s a
wonderful all around, all
occasion coat.

•

Navy

• Gold
•

SNIDERS
OFEH FRIDAY on* SATURDAY NIGHTS

Red

• Aqua
•

Beige

• Pink
• White
• Muted Checkt

Coat« — Prange's
Second Floor

4 Th« Lowrenfrian

ful Job she did at the Song Test. dently, the PM* are having an air
show next Sunday at two o’clock.
Best wishes, Pete.

Friday, May 4, 1951

Phi Kappa Tan

All tree climber# are supposed to

Thanks to Mr. Roelofs and Mr. report to the briefing room at on«
Riker, the Phi Taus had another
successful smoker. B. B. Burton, o’clock for instructions.
the explorer, failed to attend. Who! Alpha Delta PI
was that old fossil I saw you with
a form*i dinner dance.
last night, kid?
Jean Douglas did a very good job
Kappa Alpha Theta
on the dinner.
Congratulations and thanks to The dance was very nice, too.
Jean and Alice for planning such Our bids were very pretty.
BY JOKE
_
To start somewhere, did you notice how well represented the geeks Ep was successful in finding his a tremendous Dinner Dance. Ev The boutonnieres were pretty.
were in last week's column. Glasner was good too. The letter to the old flame??!
erything was perfect — weather, So were we.
editor signed by a Lawrence critic was exceptional. His paragraph that Belated best wishes to Barb dinner — for those who made it, I guess the Thetas enjoyed the par
included, “ . . .the answers to contemporary problems are not entirely Schmidt for her new Sig Ep pin. music, Elks, their teeth, etc. etc.
ty.
to be found in Plato, because this is not Plato’s world," should present a Our thanks to Liz for a swell job
.At any rate it was a grand We will have a Mothers* Day
challenge to those of our professors that dwell on the past. W e are or directing in the Song-Fest.
finale to our social year
Breakfast.
happy to hear that the telephone ladies keep smiling, no matter what Delta Tan Delta
As for pins, we’re still in there [ph| DeMa Theta
happens. W e don’t. The Air Corps will no doubt enjoy the use of our The boom has been lowered and sporting. . .(Ed. note. This could
The Phis studied hard all week.
modern observatory. It was easy to see that a lot of work went into Roger the Lodger was the man
have possibly been. . .As for sports, Delta Gam m a
the Song-Fest and the result was well worth the effort. This Saturday who tilted the glass, that poured
will find the Delts busy with their tale of the sea, the Bucket o' Blood. the beer, over the fire, that kept we’re still in there pitching. . .bat To the few whom this may con
In fact, some of them are awash already. Last weekend saw a rash of the home fires burning. And as a some feminine handwriting, even cern;
picnics and the best weather of the year. The results are rolling into result the Bucket o’ Blood will be at the college level, Is quite diffi The time is nigh
cult to read.) Congrats to the Wel
the vital statistics column.
pouring over the campus this week kers for winning the doubles Bad When Lawrentians sigh,
And fling their books out the
Vital Statistics Column:
end.
minton tournament. . .
Engaged:
While we’re on the subject of See ya gang — down at the Base window.
A D Pi Darlene Baumgart to Dick Danly.
But let me warn you my friends,
pouring; the calls concerning Miss
Pinned:
ball field!!
Stand firm 'gainst this trend!
Bucket
o’
Blood
have
been
over
Caryl Stitzman to Bob Hill.
Beta Theta Pi
whelming. Because of the large re We had 125 letters to the editor Start to study, to study, to studyl
Pi Phi Nancy Peters to Bill Groninger.
Or bring your books to the union.
sponse we have decided each Delt
Bigma Phi Epsilon
telephone book) (Exit Lovrud. . . insofar as, item: He may bring a telling us that the amount of sec PI Beta Phi
Scene: Kitchen of Sigma Phi Ep
onds until school is out was wrong Congratulations on the no-hitter,
minimum of one and a maximum
tears in eyes)
last
week.
Rock. W ? started off the season
silon fraternity house.
of three members of the opposing
Upstairs in shower:
(Ed. note. We didn’t know 7®® Monday night with a bang. Many
(Nitzsche and Hollingsworth cook
sex to the affair.
Gordon: Hear the sirens? Some September. . . .November. . .the had that many guys in your chap- thanks to the team and to all the
ing chow. Nitzsche frying steaks,
body’s
house must be on fire. Ha days dwindle down to a precious t e r . ) Our new abacus is on the way. ,adies who came a n d cheered so
Hollingsworth mashing spuds.)
few. . . .Girls, this is May and all W e extend our thanks to the Sig lolKjly. Le^s keep up the good
S T O V E BURSTS IN T O F L A M E S Ha Ha.
Eps for the fine entertainment last worjc ladles.
thoughts turn to the Bucket o*
Holl: Hey Booze, the stove’s on In lounge on second floor:
Sunday. You guys really went ber-j Best ^ h e s , Pete,
Blood
and
our
fifteen
inch
golden
fire.
Dorst: (Reading funnies) I smell
serk. Too bad though. . . .too b*di
Nits: Oh yah, I wonder how we smoke. Nitzsche must be burning trophy which, incidentally, is now . . . .we don’t do those things here
here and may be seen sitting over
can put it out. Should I turn off the steaks.
at Lawrence. How many bottles of
the gas?
Back in kitchen: (Firemen still our fire place. This contest is the Worchestershire were used? InciMid-West’s
version
of
Miss
Ameri
Holl: (Still mashing spuds) Beats dancing about kicking out screens
ca. What does Atlantic City, New
me.
and breaking dishes.)
Nits: Getting smoky, isn't it.
Chief: O.K., men, retreat! send,Jer8«y have that the Delt Basement
(Enter Lovrud. . . .laughing)
back the hook and ladder! Tell t h e doesn’t have besides sand, sea and
Lov: Look, the stove’s on fire, trucks from Menasha never mind. lots of fresh air?
BUCKIT and DUCKIT
Nits: Why don't you call the fire We did’er again. (Exit Chief and
department?
men wearing gas masks. . .No PI Beta Phi
The ladies had a great time pre
Lov: What’s the number?
tears in eyes.)
Nits: Better look it up in the Enter Hollingsworth looking for paring the skit for our Founder*
4-MONTH INTENSIVE COURSE
Day Tea. It seems that “turtle
book. (Enter Lindstrom with fire mashed potatoes.)
SECRETARIAL TRAINING far
and
Donna
have
great
dramatic
COLLEGE STUDENTS mi GRADUATES
extinguisher)
CU RTA IN
Starting Jan«, Oetobar, February
ability!?
Aslo,
Joan
Chambers
and
l.ind: Stand back, boys. Watch
*
*
*
Bulletin A , on request.
Registration now open.
this.
(Lindstrom sprays stove Our sincere thanks to Mias Welch, her committee displayed hidden tal
N
O
T
COUMSC
STARTS JUNK I I
with extinguisher; flames leap Miss Mattson, and Phi Delta Theta. ents when they entertained us with
life tim e Placem ent 8 e rrie e
W rite Admission Counselor
We ate Sunday noon, flats off to a song and dance routine at our
higher.)
Co-Educational •
O . /. A pp ro ve*
I.ind: Funny, must be the wrong »n excellent Fire Department. It informal meeting.
T N I G REG 0 CO LLEG E
R Sooth Wabash Avenae, Chicago 8, Illinois
kind.
(By this time the players took them two minutes to get to We heard that Loie Tomaso pre
k
Phone STate 2-1880_____________
vented a calamity at the Cottage
are on their knees because they the Slg House,
last week (Ed. note. Are you sure
read in their Boy Scout manuals Kappa Delta
that smoke rises. Hollingsworth is Could It be that the Sig Eps were no one else had a hand in it?) Loie
•till mashing spuds.)
jealous because we had a fire and is still playing hero about the whole
Lov: (Looking in the yellow sec- they didn’t and they Just couldn’t thing. Nevertheless it is said that
tion of the telephone book) What be outdone by us? On second again, the setee was barely saved
the hell is the number?
thought, maybe we put a jinx on You’re all wet Loie! Also to Loie
Carmen . . . Complete recording. Opera Comique de
tExlt Nitzsche. . .tears In eyes) the Sig Ep house by being intiatedjgo congratulations for the wonderParis — The Quick and the Dead . . . Story of the Hydro
(Exit Lindstrom. . .tears in ey es) ¡there? Or was it because some Sig
gen
Bomb — General Mac Arthur's Address to Congress
(Exit Hollingsworth. . .tears in
W ARNER BROS.
•yes)
— Tales of Hoffman . . . Original Sound Track — The

Fires, Formals Fail to Foul
Lawrence Greek Festivities

Business Careers

Ferguson

COLLEGE

Is Mildly
Interested
In Being
Prom King

N ew and Newsworthy...

(Exit Greek editors. . .tears In
•yes)

(Enter Fire Chief and men danc
ing about kitchen wildly)
Lov: Say Chief, what the hell Is
your telephone number. I’ve been
trying to call you. (Hands chief

APPLETON

RIO THEATRE

NOW PLAYING

N O W THRU MONDAY!

m

PLUS: JAY CLARKE

Plus — "OH, SUSANNA“

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

Gibba sccrrtarial training leads to itnportant job*, imprr»»ve talarirs. Girls
from aas senior colleges ar
ing th r Five Gibbs schools.

for

C o u rn D*on fo r colalo*

Katharine Gibbs

m rw k A*«, NtW VOM I?

M
Ä . KORTCLAIt
SII S w w w M . CHICAGO It
IS» A»*«* S t. PSOVIDfNCC •
•OltoiltwioogfcSt BOSTON IS

Q U A LIT Y

FARR S MELODY SHOP

l D f ì T I I • HOWARD DA SUVA
WHU U 1
SMITH WILLIAMS .

P reparation that Pays

JSVsfc Co 1
1* 0»

King & I . , . Rogers & Hommerstein Musical.

DRY

DKIZZLER
GOLFER

CLEA N IN G

With o Convenient Postal Substation
for Busy Students.
222 E. College Ave.

WINDBREAKERS
STYLED FOR
APPEARANCE
but built for action
in durable
woter repellent
Stagloom
The New Rugged Look
only $8.95

Berggren Bros.

K O C H ...
Photographic Supplies
231 E. College Ave.

Worn by famous golf pro». It boasts dose weave
construction for long wear. Water and wind re
pellent, built for greater comfort, with the
original Hugger Waistband that never hikes up.

$10.95

Thiede Good Clothes

/

Inside

Exam Schedule
Final examinations begin on Monday, May 28, and end on
Wednesday, June 6. Except for the places indicated in parentheses
below and for examinations in Music, which are given at the
Conservatory, all examinations will be given at the Alexander
Gymnasium on the SOUTH CAMPUS. Morning sessions begin at
8:30 and end at 11:30 and afternoon sessions begin at 1:30 and
end at 4:30.
Monday, May 28
a.m. Art 24 (at Worcester Center); Chemistry 22, Drama 12,
Economics 28, Education 32, English 32, French 22B,
Government 12, Latin 2, Philosophy 28, Philosophy 28,
Physics 22, Psychology 22.
p.m. Biology 24, Classics 82, English 82, Freshman Studies, all
sections; Geology 22 (at Science Hall); German 22,
Psychology 30, Religion 34, Music 22A, 22B
Tuesday, May 29
a.m. English 12A, 12B, 12C, 12D, 12E, 12F, 12G, 12H; English
84
p.m. Art 2 iat Worcester Center); Chemistry 32, Drama 32,
Economics 38, English 42, French 22A, Geology 2, His
tory 4, Latin 12, Mathematics 22B, Mathematics 34,
Philosophy 12B, Physics 42, Psychology 12B, Religion 32
Wednesday, May 30
A holiday. No examinations.
Thursday, May 31
a.m. History 52, Religion 12A, 12B, 12C, 12D; Spanish 12B
p.m. Chemistry 2A, 2B; French 12C, Government 22, Physics
12A, 12B; Music 4, Music Education 32
Friday, June 1
a.m. Anthropology 14A, 14B; English 22. German 42, History
42, Mathematics 2A, Mathematics 42
p.m. Biology 2, Chemistry 42. History 32. Latin 22, Mathe
matics 12B, Psychology 28, Religion 24, Speech 12B (at
Main Hall)
Saturday, June 2
a.m. Biology 52, German 12A, 12B; Government 42, Greek 4,
Italian 10, Psychology 12A, Spanish 2B, Spanish 12A,
12D; Spanish 2¿A, 22C
p.m. Biology 4, Chemistry 12, Economics 48. French 12A,
History 2, Mathematics 22A. Physics 32, Psychology 28,
Speech 12A (at Main Hall); Music 32A. 32B
Monday, June 4
a.m. Mathematics 2B. 2C; Phychology 18A, 16B; Spanish 52
p.m. Economics 12A, 12B, 12C, 12D; Spanish 32
Tuesday, June 5
a.m. Anthropology 38. Economics 14A, 14B; French 2A, 2B.
2C; German 2A, 2B, 2C; Spanish 2A, 2C
p.m. Dramatics 22, Education 22, Economics 42, French 12B,
History 22, Government 48, Mathematics 12A, Mathe
matics 38; Speech 22, Music 2A, 2B; Music 24
Wednesday, June 8
a.m. Biology 54, Drama 42, French 32. German 52, History 12,
Philosophy 32, Philosophy 34, Music Education 22
p.m. Art 30 (at Worcester Center); English 88, Geology 42,
Mathematics 32, Philosophy 12A, Philosophy 14,
Philosophy 20, Spanish 22B, Music 44, Music Education
42

Thompson Edits
NewAnthology

The Lowreittfon S

Fridoy, Moy 4, 1951

T. Henry
short introduction and is annotated
The kite flying season seems to
have hit a high this month. There
where necessary. Grouped together
at the end of the book are question*
are darned few trees that have no
tattered cotton tail or broken sticks
for study. *
Hicks Collaborates
The first few selections deal
snapping in the wind.
with aspects of the problem off
Why do kites make such a
In 655 Page Book
language; spoken communica
strong come-back every spring?
tion, reading and writing. Next
Maybe the an- Professor Craig R. Thompson of
Is r group of essays concerned
j
swer can be the department of English of Law with education In theory and
partially found rence college is the senior editor
practice, and the considerations
by the activity
raised hero lead Into the realm
in kite flying of a new anthology, “Thought and Ex
of political Ideas, particularly the
perience
in
Prose,”
which
has
been
the Quad Hitheme of liberty.
flyer club. This announced for publication this
unique organi month by the Oxford University Another section has to do mainly
with personalities and personal re
zation became
lations; and the 'final group set«
Press,
New
York.
His
collaborator,
a working,
fighting, and a Professor John Hicks, of Stets£h against these subjective considera
really go-getting University, Florida, was associate tions those of objective knowledge,
its acquisition and application, and
outfit when the professor of English at Lawrence
the connections between science,
April wind
philosophy, and ethics.
started to blow. Line ball had to from 1946 to 1949.
The Thompson and Hicks book
take a back seat for the aerialists.
The High-flyers sent many of - W M5 pages contains 54 selec
their craft high cut over the West tions, including all the major
ern Condensing Co. and one octag prose types — history, biography,
onal model wrapped itsslf around letters, dramatic dialogue, argu
the Badger Plug Company’s smoke mentative and personal essays,
stack. A lady on John street called and fiction. Among the M authors
the FBI and reported a mysterious represented are Franklin, Jeffer
flying wing was scooping over her son, Boswell, Lamb, Newman, Ar
chicken coop. (The strange wing nold, Thoreau, William Janies,
turned out to be a special triangu Trollope. Mark Twain, Santayana,
lar High-flyer up for a practice Sherwood, Russell, and Toynbee.
run.) Perfectly harmless, ruled the Thirty-two of the selections are
from works published in the twenti
Feds.
108 S. Oneida
The High-flyers have stopped eth century; nearly all the others
meeting now that the wind has from eighteenth and nineteenth cen
gone away. They will just sit around tury ones. Each is preceded by a

RICHMOND
CLEANERS
Dial 4-4234

winding up their string and cut
ting notches in sticks, waiting for
next year’s spring. If there are any
old shirts that you don’t need, just
give it to a High-flyer and watch
his face light up. It will make a
swell tail for a new kite. You just
have to string along with these
folks.

YOUR BEST BET
IS LAUNDERETTE
SELF - SERVICE LAUNDRY

it Complete Drying Service Available ★
it Courteous, efficient attendants to assist • . .
or do your Isundry for yon.
LAUNDERETTE A LSO SPECIALIZES IN:
Rugs (up to S lbs.). Bed Spreads, Blankets, Pil
lows. W E PICK UP A N D DELIVER.
HOURS: Daily 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Evenings
Tuesday and Friday till 8 p.m.

High Cliff Hiking
Trip Set for May 12

On the afternoon of Saturday,
May 12, at 1:15 p.m. the annual
High Cliff hiking trip will begin.
The trek, costing slightly over $1.00,
te Kinzie, Marilyn Date and Pris- will be from High Cliff to CaluSCA Elections
cilla Purinton the membership and met County Park, a distance of
Announcement was made recent- publicity committee.
six miles. This area is located on
ly by SCA president Ted Runyon' Friday, May 5, the cabinet will the east side of Lake Winnebago,
of the selection of a cabinet for meet at the Congregational church All interested should see Harvey
the coming year. Kermit Knudson, iro^ 1 to 5 in the afternoon to Kuester as soon as possible with
Bob Sonkowsky, Ralph Burling- P1* " next years program.
la $1 deposit,
ham, Lyla Keeling, and Mike Ham
mond head the program commit
tee; Faye Koberstein, Dick Calk
in*, Mimi West, Jim Sampter and
Nancy Witham the meetings com
mittee and Barbara Garrison, Bet-

LEE’S LAUNDERETTE
Dial «-1S87
SIS W . College Ave.
it LEE SILVINSKI, Prop. ★

CHOICE LEATHER GOODS
Billfolds

MOS E R

and Luggage

STENOGRAPHIC - SECRETARIAI

ot

Four Months' (Day)
INTENSIVE COURSE
for college women
The INTENSIVE COURSE (originated
by MOSER in 1918) Ha» b«en ttio
corncrtton* of lh« carsort of thou
sand* of college women Completo,
thorough training in delightful sur
rounding* — FREE PLACEMENT.
A n e w c la ss b e g in s on (ho firs t
Monday in each month.

ivllttin 1Cfree

5/ East Jackson Blvd. • Wabash 1-7977
Chicago

SUELFLOW'S

,

Selmer, Pruefer, Olds Brtcscher
Bund Instruments
Gulbransen Piano
EVERYTHING M USICAL

For Famoii«
RONSON LIGHTERS

4-1969

215 E. College

In Watervifle, Maine, there is alway#
a friendly gathering of Colby

Memorial Drive
Florists

College students at the Colby Spa«
And, as in college campus haunts
everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola
helps make these get-togetheri
something to remember. As a re*
freshing pause from the study grind»

Flowers for

or when the gang gathers aroundcoke belongs.

the Formal

Ask Jor it either way. . . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

M ARX
JEWELERS

Ploce Orders Early W ith

Anita Higgins or Dick Swenson
Our Campus Representatives

BOTTICD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COiA COMPANY »Y

LA SALLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COM PANY

1405 8. Main

Oshkosh. WIs.

C 1931, TH* Coca-Cola Company

6 Th« LowrtnfMii

Buccaneers Tilt Vikes
n 80-51 Cinder Win

Friday, May 4, 1951

Sid Ward Takes Four Events;
Al Hallock Collects 13 Points

A l Hallock (third from left) Lawrence hurdler leads the parade over the first hurdle in the
high hurdle race in the University of Chicago meet last Saturday. Vern Gras (second from
left) passed Hallock seconds later to take the event for the Maroons. Goff of Chicogo (on
fhe right) took second and Hallock finished third. __________________________________________________

Beloit Relays Draws Top
Field Tomorrow Evening

A powerful Beloit college track
with a coUection of 13 points on
squad scored a hard earned 80-51
seconds in the high hurdles, broad
victory over Lawrence’s cindermen
last Tuesday afternoon in a dual jump, discus, and shot, and a third
meet between the two teams on in the low hurdles.
Whiting field. Sid Ward, the Vikes
W a r d ’s remaining points c a m e
field events ace. tallied twenty of in the high ju m p and Javelin
the losers 51 points by taking four
where he w o n both events.
first places.
T h e B u c ’s Jerry Donley leaped
The Vikings got off to an early
lead in the meet as Ward took the to n ew meet and Whiting field
shotput and discus. Carl Schumach
records as he soared thirteen
er, Blue and Gold distance star fol
lowed with a triumph in the mile feet, four and three fourths inch
run, the first of his two victories es in the pole vault. Dick Bled
for the afternoon. However the soe claimed second for Law
Vikes advantage was short-lived as rence.
the running events continued. Be Lawrence's remaining p o i n t s
loit captured first place in every came on a third place in the broad
track event. Cedric Blazer of the jump by Bill Cerny, a second in
Bucs edged the Blue and White’s the half mile by Don Downs, a
Dur Gauthier in an exciting 440 third by Sonny Meltz in the half,
yard race. Schumacher scored over a third by Don Helgeson in the
Bill Sievert of the losers in the mile, a third by Bud Inglis in the
two mile, and Wally Fratt won the two mile and a third by Bledsoe
in the javelin.
half mile for Beloit.
Although not competing in the
Beloit almost swept the dash*
es, capturing all three places in meet and vaulting along just for
the 100 and O u r Gauthier’s third practice, Dick Lougee, Lawrence
place w a s the lone Viking point freshman, became the first Viking
In the 220. Jack Schultx edged in history to clear the thirteen,
Blazer in the 199 and Blaser re foot mark in the pole vault. Lougee
versed the decision la the furlong sailed over the bar at thirteen feet
two and three quarters inches in
event.
Hallock finished the afternoon a practice jump.

“ A new record” was a familiar
and it is likely these same four
ftirase heard at last year's Beloit and Monmouth's low hurdle relay
will also run the 880. Inglis, Sievert,
team,
if
pressed,
will
crack
Rlpon's
Belays, and tomorrow those words
Helgcsen, and Sonny Metlz will
mark.
Both
the
distance
medley
Bkay again echo throughout Strong
comprise
the distance medley team
and
the
two
mile
relay
records
Stadium. At least twenty small colleges
with an enrollment under are within the reach of Beloit’s while the same four will also car
8,000 will compote in the twi-night Bucanneers, but Lawrence, defend ry the baton in the two mile run
Invitational which will attract out
ing cham pion in the two mile re However, Don Downs, Chicago so
standing track and field men from
lay, will give Beloit a good race, phomore, may replace one of the
the entire midwest area.
At least six records can be brok i Last years champion, Beloit, four.
en, and under ideal track and will -4ind competition much stiffer
Two freshmen relay teams will
W e a t h e r conditions, several others
this year with Monm outh, DeKalb also be entered. Coach A. C. Den
may be wiped off the record books.
Beloit's spring medley relay team, and Lawrence providing the fire ney Mill probably run Dick Kuehl,
One of the fastest in the nation, works. Although point totals were Carl Stumpf, Kurt Schocnrock,
has been clocked at 3:29 4, while not tallied in the recent Coe relays, and Win Jones in the spring med
the present record is 3:35 4. How Monmouth unofficially won the
ley event; and Fred Brendelmihl,
ever, Monmouth, holder of this
mark, may give Beloit quite an meet by 15 points. DeKalb has a Roger Kennedy, Jim Hocl, and
Argument since three of the four very strong entry, and Lawrence, Rob Zimmerman in the distance
men on the 1949 team. Riggs, Pratt. sparked by Sid Ward in the field medley realy.
Snd Carlsten, are still competing. events, and Bill Sievert. Don HelLawrence's points should come
Other record« endangered are gcson, Bud Inglis in the distance
the high Jum p record. L aw ren ce’s runs will hurt Beloit chances great in the distance medley and two
Bid W a r d has jum ped I ’l ' , " to ly.
mile relay events, high jump
Field entrants for Lawrence
Snrpaaa the stand rad set in 194S
broad jump, pole vault, shot put,
are as follows: high jum p . W a rd
hy ('rosier of W heaton; the dis
and Al Hallock; broad Jum p. H al discus, javelin, and sprint medley
tance medley relay record, set
lock; broad ju m p Hallock; shot event. Last year the Vikes finish
In 1942 by D eK a lb teachers col
put, W a rd and Hallock; discus, ed in seventh place, but this year’s
lege of northern Illinois; the low
W a rd and Hallock; Javelin, W a r d edition should do better.
hnrdle shuttle relay m a r k , set
last year by Ripon; the two mile
relay record held by Coe's 1941
foursome; and the pole vault re
cord. held by Hiebert of North
Central college since 1937.

and Dick Bledsoe; and pole vault,
Bledsoe.

Relay teams from Lawrence will
probably compete in the 440,880.
two mile, and distance medley
Jerry Donley, Beloit's ace pole events. Probable entries in the
vaulter, has already cleared 13’9” 440 are: Dur Gauthier, John Gesto easily top Siebcrt’s vault of 13'5” , scr, Hallock, and Ted Motschman.

Tennis Squad
Meets Ripon
Tomorrow P.M.

, After breaking even in their two
ers 6 2 ; 6 -jf
Bill Osborne is one of the few veterans on Coach Bernie
matches last week end the Law
Harry Byrne (B) defeated Dick Ol rence tennis team will try to get Heselton's golf squad this spring. Last year was B ill's first on
son 6-1 ; 8-6
over the .500 mark for the first the team and this year he will be playing in the number two
_
....
,
.
. Dick Johnson (B> defeated Tom time tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’or three position.
The Viking tennis squad opened Van H ousen 6 -3 ; 4 «; 6-2
the season by splitting
tw o John Compere (B) defeated Jack 1clock when the varsity netters play
host to Ripon. It is not known how
matches last weekend. On Satur- Pribnow 2-6; 6-1; 6-1
urday. a strong Beloit team set Paul French (B; defeated Bob strong this Ripon team is, but the
match should be closely contested
the Vikes back by 7 to 2. Monday, Chapman 6-2; 2-6; 6-4
they came back to trounce Osh Bob Haumersen ( L ) defeated Bob !as all Lawrence-Ripon clashes arc.
, On May 8 the net men will travel
kosh State Teacher's College 9 to Palmini 6-3; 6-4
Ito Madison where they will play
0. In the Beloit match. Bob HaumGrobe-Johnson (B) defeated My. the strong University of Wisconsin
by Chuck Rohe
team that took second in the allersen turned back Bob Palmini. 6-ers-Van Housen 7-5; 6-0
team. Wisconsin has lost its No. 1 Last Saturday afternoon the Law college bowling tournament.
$; 6-4, to score Lawrence s lone_
•ingles win. Bob Chapman and Byrno Compere (B) defeated Ol man, Warren Mueller, to the ser- rence golf squad opened the 1951 “Ozzie" divided his high school
6 ; 7-5
ivice. This was a severe loss for links -season dow n at Beloit col- activities between Morgan P a r k
Jack Pribnow teamed to down »on-Compere 8 Paul French and Palmini. 6-3; 4- Pribnow • C h a p m a n <L) defeated Mueller was runner-up in the No. lege.' T h e second low man on the High school and Harvard school,
squad in the opening match both in Chicago. At Morgan Park
9 ; 6-2. and earn Lawrence’s other French-Palmim 6-8; 4-6; 6-2
1 singles of the Big Ten last year.
Oshkosh 0
Bill Osborne, 24 year old sen- Bill won letters in swimming and
A very capable man. James Depoint. Tom Van Housen. Pribnow, L aw ren ce 9
, who finished the 18 holes with track. Harvard, where he spent his
and Chapman extended their op M yers <L) defeated N o r m Tebo Loye, has moved up from his No.
2 position to take over the top spot. an 80 medal score. Not bad at all. last two years, didn't compete in
ponents to three sets before losing. 6-2; 6-3
Beloit’s power was centered in V a n Housen (L ) defeated B ob Other losses either through gradu considering it was the first time either of these two sports so “Oz”
on a course this spring for “Oz- went out for basketball and base
ation or to the service include
their first two singles men. Mai Dahl 3-6; 6-3; 11-9
Grobe and Harry Byrne, both left Olson (L ) defeated Bill Dyckhof Page, better known for his basket zie’’.
ball and picked up monogram
ball ability, No. 3. George Patter This is Bill’s second year on the awards in each.
ies. Grobe Is considered to be one 5-7; «-3; 6-1
Of the top singles players in the Haumfersen (L> defeated B enny son No. 5. and John Schmidt No. golf team. Last fall he played fifth
After high school Bill spent two
6.
and sixth man on the squad, but years in service at General Eisen
Midwest Conference. Coach Chet Beck 7-5; 6-4
this spring will probably find him hower’s headquarters in Europe.
Hill's team
had little trouble Pribnow (L ) defeated W a r d Fuchs Ken Ohm and Don Negendank
the No. 2 and 3 spots for the Uni- in the 2-3 slot most of the season. In 1946 he was discharged as
against the Oshkosh
Teachers 6-1; 6-3
Although Bill has only been out
Only Van Housen and Olson in the Chapman (L) defeated Frank Mar versity. Sophomores and returning
a staff sergeant and entered
non-lettermen compose the remain for golf the past two years he has Lawrence.
singles and Myers and Van Hous shall 6 -2 ; 6-1
en in the doubles were forced to Myers-Van Housen (L) defeated der of the team. This should be the been very active in interfrater
" O z ” is an econ major and a
jstrongest opposition that Lawrence nity sport* throughout his four member of Phi Delta Theta frater
three sets to defeat their oppon Dahl-Tebo 6-2: 5-7; 6-3
Olson-Haumerscn
(D
defeated faces this year.
years at Law rence. H e has been nity. A good deal of his 'extra-cur
ents.
j The team will then have only a all-college ping-pong champion ricular activity*’ is spent with his
Fuchs-Bcck 6-4; 6-3
The results? *
Pribnow - Chapman lL> defeated few days before the State College and runnerup in squash. This family. Bill is mar.-ied a n d father
Beloit 7
Lawrence 2
IMeet to be held May 12.
lfal Grobe (B) defeated Ron My-.Marshall-Dyckhof 6-0, 6-0
year “ O s " w a s an the doubles iOf a six month'old baby girl.

Viking Netters Split
2 Weekend Matches

Osborne Does Well as Vike
Links Season Gets Underway

U. of Chicago
Defeats Vikes
In Dual Meet

Thè LowrantSon 7
Viking Golfers Host
Fridoy, May 4, 1951
To Ripon May 5;
Marquette May 9 Linkers Lose First
On May 6, the Lawrence college
Match to Beloit 13-3
linksmen will play host to Ripon

The University of Chicago M a
college. This should prove to be a Last Saturday the Lawrence tofr*
roons, paced by Bud Goff, defeat
very interesting meet, as both lege linksmen lost their first matefe
ed the Lawrence college cindermen
teams are mostly sophomores. Thus of the season to Beloit 13-3.
in a dual meet at Whiting field
far the Lawrence squad has had The only Lawrence vUdng to mll
last Saturday by a score of 72-59.
little opportunity to work out. Rip his match was Dick Kline. Kline
Goff took firsts in the broad jump
on has not played any matches, defeated Ted Perring 78-79.
and high jump and seconds in the
and little is known of the material Medalists honors went to Cbuok
high and low hurdles.
Bithner, Beloit, as he downed
they have.
Bill Osborne 77-80.
Sharing individual point honors at
Tough competition will be in store Other results of the meet wtwB
16 was A1 Hallock, Lawrence's onefor our linksmen when they meet Don Doherty, Beloit, defeated Cott
man track team. A1 was first in
the Marquette team on May 9. The Defferding, Lawrence, 84-85; Pel
the discus, second in the shotput
Collins, Beloit, defeated K e r n
and high jump, and third in both game is to be played at Riverview Knudson, Lawrence, 79-87;
country club. Marquette, so far this Van Wart, Beloit, defeated Dtak
hurdle events.
Another outstanding Viking per year, has won one match and lost Malsack, Lawrence, 84-93; J o k B
former was sophomore Dick Bled one. They lost their opening match Else, Beloit, defeated Rollie Grishfr*
soe, who took first in both the pole to Wisconsin, but came back the ber, Lawerence, 86-93.
vault and javelin. Bill Sievert was next week to defeat Beloit.
a double winner in the mile and Playing for the Vikes will be
two mile runs. Another Lawrence Dick Kline, Bill Osborne, Con Def
DROP DOWN
winner was Dur Gauthier in the ferding, Kerm Knudson, Dick Mal
Fov . . .
440.
sack, and Rollie Grishaber.
The absence of Sid Ward was
keenly felt. Sid, a sure point-get- There are three classes of women
ter in the high jump, shot put, and —the intellectual, the beautiful, and
discus, was an entry in the Drake the majority.
relays at Des Moines, Iowa.

Dave
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Sig Eps Hove Fire Sunday
The fire department was called
to the Sigma Phi Epsilon House ear
ly Sunday afternoon to extinguish
a small blaze in the kitchen. Prop
erty damage was minor.
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UKKIES TASTE BETTER
IAN ANY OTHER CKAREITEl
Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you
a better-tasting cigarette. And L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky
Strike means fine tobacco. So, for the best-tasting
cigarette you ever smoked, Be H appy—Go LuckyJ
How about startin’ with a carton—today?
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prattle
by Glasner
the feeling that we have been
be amusing is a pleasure at demically and socially, of its stu
short-changed, we have not beon
dents.
This
school
cannot
hope
to
tnany times, but it is not always
either
allowed or encouraged to
possible. It would be nice, I sup match the technical advantages of
pose, to feel that one was right fered by any university, nor can it use our brains to think with
•nd be light and gay about it, but offer professors of the caliber rather than to follow an outline
that is not always possible either. which a university can hire. This
of the course of study. We did
If you do not like seriousness, does not mean that all Lawrence
Stop now.
professors are inferior, but it does not and do not ask for special
•
♦ I* have
.
mean that as a class they are — treatment, we merely aak the
gone
this
is an economic fact, not a members of the faculty and the
to college five
criticism of the faculty.
administration to examine their
years now — at
There are, to be sure, excel own viewpoints and see how
three different
lent men on the Lawrence facul much they know of the students'
schools — four
ty who prefer to teach In a smal life and feelings, the quality of
y^ars here at
ler school, but these are the ex work done here, and the accom
Lawrence.
I
ception, not the rule. All the talk plishments of Lawrence as an ed
have not been
In the world about the spiritual ucating institution.
around
very
values and the comparative
It is too late for us, w e are fin
m uch, I do not
‘goodness' of the liberal arts at ished here; w e have completed the
know
m an y
mosphere does not remove the requirements for graduation. W e
people.
So
1 C
fact that we live in a society m a y or m a y not graduate, all of
m u ch for his
motivated by primarly economic ug> but it doesn’t matter m uch . W e
GlMRICi
tory.
Am ong
values. No one born Into this set get a scrap of paper, meaningless
the few people I know and like
of values ever loses It complete- and useless, and of no value to us.
tiere at Lawrence, most are all
only no matter how much he Symbolizing four years of sense
fouled up and don’t m u ch care any
knows, and professors are no ex less running and a great m a n y
m o re — sort of a helpless fuay. one
ception.
wasted hourS, that scrap of paper
might say. So m uch for atmos
To

phere.

I have listened to the prattle
•f the advocates of a liberal ed
ucation for four years here with
a growing conviction that all
the phrases have been devoid of
»11 meaning In terms of the stu
dents to whom they have been
directed. Possibly the greatest
Indictment which can be leveled
against the failure of this col
lege as a liberal arts institution
Is that the people who most be
lieve in the Ideal of the Individ
ual and the Ideal of the ‘com
plete' man are those who are
most In conflict with the admin
istration and the faculty of the
college.

At this school we do not 4each a
num b er of things — w e frown on
them.
We
frown on stoicism,
which one must have a dose of to
survive in a world of increasing
tension and furor. W e frown on
materialism, which is one of the
mainstreams of our culture, our
heritage. W e frown on individua
lism, which is one of the outstand
ing features of western civiliza
tion, right or wrong though it m a y
be.
I a m not concerned here wheth
er it is right or wrong to believe
in idealism, in spiritual values, in
group responsibility and concern
rather than individuality. W h a t I
a m concerned with is the refusal

will rem ind us that w e com e here
confused, w e leave the s a m e ; w e
ca m e here looking for some sort
of assistance and perhaps
some
sympathy with our search for ful
fillment, for usefulness, and w e
leave as undirected and as useless
as w hen w e cam e. A n d w e are
only the numerical minority; some
pf us are the cream of the senior
class, a fact which num bers do
not consider
This college has failed people of
greater capabilities than myself,
and I want to know w hy . I have
attempted to show some of the rea
sons, but the m ain ones can be
given only by the people w ho are
failing in their attempt to draw
from us that which w e can do the
best and the most completely. I
a m not writing this from the stand
point of the student body— it is an
open letter from those w ho really
care about learning and ideas and
people: the statistical minority.

It is a tragedy, in a sense, that °* **1's
an<* ^ s supporters
the wastage of talent which occurs a1['
employees to recognize that
at this college is not in the mass MV?re are
cultural values
(the
Of the students who are simply not Jhings we learned at hom e, our
capable of a great deal m ore than
be,io^s by which w e act)
they do. T h e wastage is in those whlch are Part of the heritage of
W h o are capable of doing a great every student at this college to a
deal m ore aYid are prevented from Kroatcr or lesser degree and which
doing so by professonial indiffer- ?,u” Vot
i*en*e<*. in t^,c nam e of
•n e e and administrative refusal to objective
consideration
of the
tolerate student conduct which will ,ru|™.
I would never say that this
m a k e for a greater amount of a d 
ministration — a greater amount college Is steeped and stagnated
Columbia, S. C. — In an attempt
Of personal consideration— A great lu the study of the past—the stu to raise the sorority scholarship
er amount of work, of counseling, dent body effectively prevents average, the Pan-Hellenic council
Of seeing that the m ere breaking this, but the faculty and the ad at the University of South Carolina
ministration of this college are has installed a new system w here
Of a rule does not m ean, neces
• a illy, a refusal to conform to engaged In a policy which la un by any sorority girl, active or
What this college Is theoretically realistic, asinine and will lead pledge, with an average below 4.0
to an ever-increasing gulf be will be checked periodically by
set up for.
tween the student body and the the council.
T he president of this college, M r
P u sey, told m e upon the occasion stated Ideals of the college. This
T he system embodies a plan in
does not say that the Ideals are which every sorority m e m b e r , with
of m y re-admittance (after m y dis
missal fof cutting) that the per wrong, only that It is possible to an average below ‘’C ” plus, is re
centage of those who were dismis connect the Ideals with the stu quired to take blanks to her pro
sed from college for infractions of dents and with the reality the fessors, requesting that they note
the rules m a d e up such a small students must live in.
any improvem ent in her work, or
I personally know of only a few. in her preparation for the course.
percentage of the entire student
body (less than one per cent, I pitifully few, professors w ho take
These blanks are given to the
believe he said) that is w as im  cognizance of the fact that their girls every three weeks by Panpossible to consider them of suf students are hum a n beings with Hellenic council, and have to be
ficient import to indicate that the conflicts, are not old enough to have returned immediately to the schol
rules were wrong or that any in- the perspective which the onslaught arship chairm en of the individual
fustice occurred. I wish to say that of events gives to an older per sororities. In the interim of the
percentage-wise, at least fifteen son. O f course all the troubles of professors’ reports, the scholarship
college freshman look small chairmen Of the sororities assign
per cent of the college student
body is consistently on probation w hen one is a senior, and all the the girls with delinquent averages
for one reason or another.,
problems of any college student to other m em b ers of their sorori
A continuous situation wherein look small from the viewpoint of ties who can offer assistance in
fifteen per cent of a student a faculty m em b er with a wife and various subjects.
body of 900 to 1,000 is on proba a family and a relatively secure
Sorority girls are required to stu
tion Is not a healthy one — It place in the world. But that does dy a m in im u m of 15 hours each
Indicates that something Is wrong not m a k e the troubles of the stu week, and those m em b ers with av
somewhere — possibly in the stu dent any smaller. If one is to learn, erages below 4.0 are required to
dent body, but that Is a matter one must learn first by agreeing spend m ore time. T h e studying
•f the admissions policy. I per with the person or the idea one is time above 15 hours is set by the
sonally would rather have been studying— likewise, if one is to individual sororities.
refused admittance than to have teach, one must see and agree with
been told near the end of the the viewpoint of those w h o m one
second semester of my Junior is teaching. T he faculty is fully as
year that my conduct at Law m uch, if not more, to blam e for
rence for almost three years had the failure of this college as a
been wrong and hnd led to my liberal arts institution as the a d  A professor of economics at X a 
vier university, Ohio, thinks stu
dismissal.
ministration or those who set the
dents shouldn’t go into the arm y
At
any
rate,
tue balderdash ¡general policy.
•b o u t percentages indicates one
It must be rem em bered that this “with a chip on your shoulder, for
thing which I have said a num ber is not written by one w ho hates you get out of your a rm y life just
of times and will continue to say: the administration and faculty sim what you put into it.” H e added
the policy of this school is not to ply because they have been m ean that a rm y life can be " a real edu
Consider the student as in individ to h im — they have been very fair, cational experience.”
Contrary to the popular myth, he
ual or as a case with or without overly so, with m e. Nor a m I an
Special value, it is to consider ev anti-intellectual, an anti-thinker, an said, a soldier can get along very
ery student the sam e, identically. anti-everything. T he sad thing about w e ^ without the cussing, gambling
•
a
•
an /4
• 'v i m n i
r*
6 A
A ftA tl
so
often
All right, If this is the policy, stick all this is that I a m not alone in and ‘ ‘running around”
to it — do not let students back m y condemnation of this school, found in the arm y .’

'Tennis, anyone?"

from the editorial board

for better relations
Last Friday afternoon m arked the
beginning of what can prove to be
a very beneficial and
effective
m eans of improving the studentfaculty relationships at Law rence
college. These casual gatherings will
succeed only if the students w ant
them to. W e feel that the very
fact that both presidential aspir
ants included a student-faculty com 
mittee in their platform is evi
dence that a better understanding

between students and faculty is
desired. Then, w h y not take ad
vantage of this opportunity to get
to know our faculty outside of the
classroom? T h e S .E .C . committee
which is sponsoring these affairs is
planning one m ore coffee hour for
this year. Let’s watch for it and
show our faculty that w e do w ant
to get to know them in a social
setting and what could be a bet
ter setting than our n ew union.

pan hell at Carolina from the editorial board

installs new system

army life educational
claims xavier professor

in w h o have been dismissed for in-1 this college. This feeling that the
fractions of the college rules — do school has failed fully as m u c h or
not m a k e a point in the college m ore as w e have is held by a
catalogue of ‘personal and individ- num ber of very i n te l li g e n t students
Hal' treatment for each student, ¡here and I do not think that I
I pcrsonaly think this policy is a m wrong in classifying them as
•sinin e because the only thing a intelligent.
We have been here four years
School of this size has to sell is

the individual treatment, both aca- and at the end of all the days is

Clip: No, you haven't been
"bad" again. It's just that Glasner had quite a bit to say this
week. We know you'll under
stand.
Ed.

read this!
It is difficult at times to touch on a subject without seeming trite. N o
matter h o w w e weigh our words the results are not always wholly satis
factory. Please try to read between the lines of this editorial and under
stand that w e are concerncd with a serious subject and though w e do
not say everything, the implication is present.
W hile union policy is being formulated let us decide to measure our
conduct by the effort and good taste that our building represents. Pet
ting in public is never good taste. In the union lounge, or anyplace in
the building, it certainly is out of place.
If w e take personal measures at this time to stop it, (or prevent it)
w e will assure ourselves and future Lawrentians of a casual, but dig
nified atmosphere. With the n e w union comes certain individual re
sponsibilities that must be realized early before habit and custom set
the standard. If tradition is the word to use, let us start one this year
and do our part to see that is lasting.

N O PETTING IN THE UNION.

from the editorial board

orchids again
O u r congratulations to n e w student body president Cal Atwood. Let
us hope that Cal will receive full support from the student body in car
rying out his platform and that the coming year will again see strides
forward in student government at Lawrence.

coed's enthusiasm boils
faster first; men slower
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tween the speeds of 30 and 50
Th e Coe college Cosmos reports miles per hour. So he proposed
that an Iow a legislator has dis a law restricting persons from driv
covered the sure solution to the ing in this range.
problem of automobile accidents
Asked the Cosmos, “Come the
of automobile accidcnts occur be ,age of helicopters, what then?”

